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Renewable resources

Non-renewable 
resources





























Characteristics of renewables:

• Connected
• Dynamic
• Complex

• Usually include living components



• Connected
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Consequences of these 
characteristics:

• Large external costs from use
(“spill-out” effects)

• Weak market incentives to protect, conserve, 
and substitute

(non-excludability makes it hard to establish 
property rights)



Consequences of these 
characteristics:

• Nonlinear (“tipping”) response to perturbation

• Hysteresis



Sheng, Ma, and Kramer, “Relating dynamic properties to atomic structure

in metallic glasses,” JOM , 2012. 



Tipping Event















“We are catapulting ourselves 
way out of the Holocene.” 

If humanity stays on its current 
climate trajectory,

“we will not recognize our Earth
by the end of this century.”

Stefan Rahmstorf



Nature, 28 November 2019



“The clearest emergency would be if 
we were approaching a global 
cascade of tipping points that led to a 
new, less habitable ‘hothouse’ 
climate state. . . . We argue that 
cascading effects might be common 
[and] examples are starting to be 
observed.”





“The evidence from 
tipping points alone 

suggests that we are in a 
state of planetary 

emergency.”





“We combine region-specific data on 
agricultural production with spatial 
statistics of climatic extremes to quantify 
the changing risk of low production for 
the major food-producing regions 
(breadbaskets) over time.

We show an increasing risk of 
simultaneous failure of wheat, maize and 
soybean crops across the breadbaskets 
analyzed.”



What is a “system”?

A system consists of:

1. components,
2. links between those components,
3. a persistent pattern of relationships 

among those links, 
4. a flow of energy through the links that 

sustains the pattern, and
5. a boundary of some kind.



In representations of systems, links can stand for:

• Flows (of material, energy, and/or information 
between system components);

• Causal relationships (between state variables); or
• Semantic or intensional relations between 

meaningful mental states.

Flow “maps” tend to represent specific systems (i.e., 
they’re idiographic); causal “maps” tend to represent 
classes of systems (i.e., they’re nomothetic). Mental 
maps can represent the belief/value states of either 
individuals or of classes of individuals.



Oil

3 systems:

Heat generation

Heat distribution

Heat control



Stock/flow model
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Causal model
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Semantic/intensional model
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Constitutive properties
(causes)

Behavioral properties
(observable effects)

PROPERTIES OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS



Constitutive properties
(complexity’s causes)

Connectivity
Interactive causation

Feedbacks

Diversity
Decentralization

Thermodynamic openness
Large energy gradients

Competition
Evolution

Behavioral properties
(its observable effects)

Emergence
Thermodynamic disequilibrium

Nonlinearity
Multiple equilibriums

Unpredictability
Sensitivity to initial conditions

Path dependency
Contingency

Power-law frequency distributions

PROPERTIES OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS



Complexity, Core Constitutive Properties

Non-adaptive complexity

Adaptive complexity



Complexity, Core Constitutive Properties

Non-adaptive complexity

Causation with interaction in densely and recursively 
connected systems.

Adaptive complexity

All of above, plus agents with internal models of 
external environment that govern behavioral response to 
this environment and that coevolve under selection 
pressure.



Complex systems

Complex adaptive 
systems

Complex 
representational 
adaptive systems



Complex 
system

Complex adaptive 
system



Complex representational adaptive 
system







Personal liberty

Free markets

Private cars



CI method: Boolean causal loop analysis
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Mission Statement: The Cascade Institute will identify 
high-leverage intervention points

in cognitive, institutional, and technological systems 
that, if effectively exploited, could shift global civilization
away from a path that leads to calamity and towards one

that leads to fair and sustainable prosperity.

www.cascadeinstitute.org

http://www.cascadeinstitute.org/

